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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cañon City, the county seat and largest community in Fremont County, Colorado is facing a reduction in
historic industries ( mining, agriculture,

brick manufacturing)

as well as highly unbalanced

economic

activity from seasonal tourism. DSG Advisors along with team partners Chabin Concepts, Urban Scenarios,
and Research Consultants International ( DSG Team) were selected to conduct a study of the Cañon City
area and offer recommendations

for how to address these economic challenges.

The consulting team approached

this assignment with a long- established knowledge that the key to

economic development success is understanding the business drivers of emerging, growing, and legacy
industries and translating these drivers into community and real estate readiness. Communities
respond to industry needs are more likely to capture opportunities

that

originating locally and from the

outside.
Corporate real estate executives and site location
consultants for all industry sectors are trained to
make quick assessments of community attributes
in what is called the “ Process of Elimination”
Figure 1). Site selection studies start by looking
at dozens of communities across multiple states;
research

is

often

completed

over

a

short

timeframe. Site selectors evaluate the longlist of
locations and identify a shortlist of candidates for
further evaluation. Locations not selected for
study are eliminated.
The elimination process is based on data provide
by local economic development representatives,
government

agencies,

and other stakeholders.

When local officials are unable to respond to
requests for complete and accurate information
that

is

delivered

in

a

timely

manner

the

Figure 1. Location selection is a process of elimination. You must do everything right to stay in the game.

community is typically eliminated without further
study, even if the jurisdiction may be ideally aligned with the project. It is imperative that communities be
in command of data resources to ensure they can respond to opportunities as they present themselves.
The DSG Team identified structural challenges that are inhibiting the Cañon City community from
effectively competing for new investment. These challenges include:
Workforce Commuting Patterns: The local economy is stifled by a commute pattern that estimates 71.6%
of the workforce commutes outside of Canon City— a 4% increase from 2018.

When considering Fremont

County, 59.9% of the workforce commutes outside the county. Further breaking down the job commute
numbers, more than 13% of the workforce commutes more than 80 miles to the Denver Metro area, while
another 13% drive to Colorado Springs. This represents more than one- quarter of the workforce commuting
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more than 40 miles each day ( 2019 pre-pandemic numbers). It is assumed that these workers are
commuting greater distances for higher wages relative to the local economy. These outbound commuters,
combined with many tax- exempt industries and employers, leads to an uneven and stratified economy.

1

Development Ready Commercial and Industrial Real Estate: The City and County have a tiny inventory
of project ready sites and buildings. Real estate that is development ready is an essential element for
attracting corporate investment in an age of shortened project timelines.
Changing Demographics: The area’ s population is getting older which contributes to a reduced pipeline
of new workers to replace retirees. The absence of seasoned skilled workers contributes to slower
economic growth and lower incomes.
Downtown and Main Street: Cañon City’ s attractive and historic Main Street is under threat of increased
vacancies, deteriorating conditions, and overall decline unless vacant and underutilized structures can be
brought into productive use.
Seasonal Tourism and Spending Patterns: The short summer tourist season, along with the inability to
capture visitor lodging and shopping dollars, creates an uneven pattern of business activity and makes
running year- round retail businesses risk prone.
Quality of Place: Community resources that support the lifestyle wants of citizens of all ages are essential
for retaining current residents and attracting new talent. While home to a wide range of recreational
assets, Cañon City lacks many important

daily lifestyle attributes

including

quality restaurants

and

shopping, connection of the city to the surrounding trail system and river assets, hotels, and other quality
lodging opportunities, and organized year- round health and wellness activities geared to residents.
Economic Development Branding and
Marketing: The world knows a place by
the

messaging

sent

out

from

the

community and by what those from the
outside experience, perceive, and then
say about the community. Cañon City is
known

widely

for the Royal

Gorge,

prisons, and not much else. Branding
and marketing

are now limited

and

largely ineffective in conveying the full
extent of community assets.
Figure 2. The Royal Gorge in Cañon City. Photo by K. Mitch
Hodge, Unsplash

1

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, On The Map Application and LEHD Origin -Destination Employment Statistics

beginning of quarter employment, Q2 2019).
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Approach
DSG Team’ s frontline efforts in addressing the broad- ranging challenges listed above were developed at
the direction of City leaders to focus on identifying best candidates for project ready buildings and sites. 2
A part of the City’ s directive was to evaluate property within the city and in annexation priority areas—
selected parcels adjacent to the existing Cañon City municipal boundary ( Figure 3). The objective in both
jurisdictions is to identify properties that might accommodate economy shifting investments.
The

overall

objective

of

this

Market and Industry Opportunity
and Site Analysis is to realistically
cast

existing

community
strategic

and
assets

within

framework

guide leadership
and

potential

that

a
will

in diversifying

strengthening

the

local

economy.
Throughout

the creation of this

document, the DSG Team worked
closely with the following city and
county departments, agencies.
Cañon City Council
Cañon City Management and
Staff
Cañon City Planning
Department
Cañon City Economic
Development Department
Fremont County

Figure 3. Cañon City Annexation Priority Areas

Commissioners and
Management
Fremont County Economic Development Corporation
Local stakeholders acknowledged previously

2

Cañon City has worked with Houseal Lavigne Associates on the Picture Cañon City 2040 Comprehensive

Plan, an

update to the 2001 plan. The Houseal Lavigne draft report of Existing Conditions issued in October 2020 notes that
stakeholders identified a lack of affordable buildings for new businesses and a lack of available land zoned for
industrial/ business parks that can support warehousing, office, and emerging technology opportunities.
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The project started with a kickoff video conference call in June 2021. Field investigation was conducted
by Don Schjeldahl and Thatch Moyle the week of September 13. DSG Team and local stakeholders
communicated

throughout the project via phone, online video, and DSG’ s online file sharing system

Basecamp. DSG Team’ s work centered on these four steps.

Asset Inventory:

Document

existing commercial

and industrial

lands inventory ( sites and

buildings), area workforce, quality of place, infrastructure, and other economic development
assets of the city and region.
Gap Analysis: Identify gaps in real estate offerings, infrastructure,

workforce, economic

development capacity, and other factors that may stifle economic development. Outline
remediation steps for addressing gaps that, if remedied, would improve investment attraction
opportunities.
Value Proposition: Prepare a value proposition for industry targets identified as being aligned
with the City’ s readiness attributes and remediated gaps. Develop marketing materials that
present the value proposition.
Marketing Outreach: Use marketing materials created around industrial investment targets to
develop a database of prospective companies aligned with locating in the Cañon City area.
Initiate outreach to create relationships with six potential companies.

Findings and Recommendations
The DSG Team conducted an analysis of community assets to identify real estate parcels and industry
investment targets that form the basis of report recommendations. In addition to real estate, DSG’ s
assessment examined utility and transportation infrastructure, workforce and training resources, quality
of place attributes, organizational structures and economic development capacity, housing market, retail
assets, parks and recreation, growth trends, and other factors that provide insights into Cañon City’ s
development and competitive position in the market.
The DSG Team weighed community

assets against our experience

with economic development

and

corporate investment trends at local, regional, national, and global levels. Put simply, we selected
properties and targets that offer the best chance of attracting new job- creating investments to Cañon City
and Fremont County.
The DSG Team considered the Cañon City real estate for four investment target categories which are
profiled on the following pages.
Large and Mid-sized Manufacturing Operations
Small Manufacturing Operations
Technical Services
Small Business Incubation and Acceleration
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Large and Mid- Sized Manufacturing Operations
Facility Size

20,000 to 100,000+ square foot facilities located in planned industrial districts and

and Type

serving trade sector ( i.e., customers outside Fremont County).

Employment

25 to 200+

Industry Sectors

General manufacturing
Food processing
Outdoor industry product manufacturing
Machinery overhaul and repair
3

Recommended

Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land Sites: Greenfield and brownfield parcels

Sites / Vision for

found here are suitable for industrial operations. Outside storage, high bay

Development

structures, and other features of heavy industrial operations to be allowed.
Targeted operators should be limited to low water use activities until city water
capacity is upgraded.
Mackenzie Ranch Property 1 (southeast corner of Mackenzie Avenue and Highway
50): Modern light industrial/ technology office park with well- defined restrictive
covenants for building materials, setbacks, landscaping that would protect the
integrity of development. Target market includes technology companies and
others seeking a quality location that supports corporate brand.
Mackenzie Ranch Property 2 (on Highway 67 south of Fremont County Airport):
Large tract sits between the Fremont County Airport and Florence High School.
Property is well suited for large industrial operations.

Rationale

Property size, configuration, and topography are suitable for a variety of designs.
There are no incompatible land uses nearby that would seriously restrict
development.
Properties are large enough for interior roadways and utility infrastructure that
will support multiple tracts of developable sites.
The Mackenzie Ranch properties can be made ready for development with relative
ease and in a short timeframe.
Each site has attributes that allow branding of industrial parks that align with
different industry target.

3

The Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land Sites, also known as Cotter/ Lincoln Park site, consists of a uranium

processing mill located adjacent to the unincorporated
from 1958 until 1979, and intermittently

community of Lincoln Park. The mill operated continuously

since that time. Operations

are regulated

primarily

by a Colorado

Radioactive Materials License. Mill operations have released radioactive materials and metals into the environment.
These releases contaminated

soil and groundwater

Park site was added to the U.S. Environmental

around the mill and the Lincoln Park area. The Cotter/ Lincoln

Protection Agency’ s ( EPA) National Priorities List in 1984 ( making it a

Superfund site). EPA divided the site into two “ operable units,” one being the sources of contamination

on the mill

site, such as the old ponds area and the other being the Lincoln Park neighborhood ( off -site impacts). Cleanup
activities

to date have focused on eliminating

the mill site as a source of contamination

to Lincoln Pa rk and

eliminating exposures to Lincoln Park residents.
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Don’ t wait for the first tenant.
Show you are open and ready for
business by putting up a nice sign
at park entrance ASAP.

Landscaping softens even
the heaviest of industrial
sites.

Promote your brand.

Figure 4. Visions for the recommended sites.
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Small Manufacturing Operations
Facility Size

1,000 to 5,000+ square foot metal buildings or other similar utilitarian facility

and Type

types. Targeted operations include light manufacturing and support services for
commercial and industrial customers in the region and local economy.

Employment
Industry Sectors

3 to 25+
Commercial and industrial services
Machine shops
Equipment repair shops
Light manufacturing
Engineering ( mining) firms
Metal fabrication
Vehicle maintenance and repair

Recommended

Reynolds Brothers Property: The site, which is wedged between Walmart and a

Sites / Vision for

hillside, is accessed via Maple Lane and Utility Lane, and is one- third mile to

Development

Highway 50 via Dozier Way. The area is home to several small industrial and
commercial operations. The site is ideally suited to support further buildout of
these types of operations.
Forge Road/ McDaniel Boulevard/ CR 143 Industrial Area: Area is now home to a
wide assortment of small industrial operations, many employing outside storage of
equipment and materials. Vacant parcels that are found across the area are well
suited to more operations of this type.

Rationale

Properties are well suited to low profile activities that complement the look and
feel of neighboring commercial and industrial operations.
Development will not negatively impact neighboring properties or utility and
transportation infrastructure.
Properties can be made ready for development with relative ease and in a short
timeframe.

Figure 5. Vision for the recommended sites
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Technical Services
Facility Size

5,000 to 100,000+ square foot standalone buildings. Lease space of 500 to 5,000+

and Type

square feet in multi-tenant structures including multi-story office buildings and
single- story light industrial condominiums.

Employment
Industry Sectors

5 to 100+
Technical services
Back- office operations
Contract call center
Small data center

Recommended

Mackenzie Ranch Property 1 (southeast corner of Mackenzie Avenue and Highway

Sites / Vision for

50): Modern light industrial/ technology office park with well- defined restrictive

Development

covenants for building materials, setbacks, landscaping that would protect the
integrity of development. Target market includes technology companies and
others seeking a quality location that supports corporate brand.

Rationale

Site is located just off Highway 50 on the east side of Cañon City which positions it
well for tech companies pulling workforce talent from Pueblo and Colorado
Springs.
The surrounding environment is conducive to attractive office park development,
offering views of greenery and surrounding terrain.
Utility and transportation infrastructure are in place to support near term
development.
The property can be made ready for development with relative ease and in a short
timeframe.
Operations on this site will not negatively impact neighboring properties.
Worker amenities, including restaurants and shopping, are located nearby.

Figure 6. Vision for the recommended sites
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Small Business Incubation
Facility Size

500 to 5,000+ square foot light industrial flex- space buildings. 500 to 2,000+

and Type

square foot lease office/ tech space that will support incubation and acceleration of
entrepreneurial businesses

Employment
Industry Sectors

1 to 50+
IT services
Professional services
Content development and management
Light manufacturing ( prototyping)

Recommended

Downtown: Second and third floor downtown space in Cañon City and Florence

Sites / Vision for

that aligns with the needs of startups and helps them get established.

Development

Stand Alone: Vacant buildings that can be repurposed for light industrial
operations ( Note: vacant and underutilized commercial and industrial buildings are
scattered throughout the region).

Rationale

Business growth from entrepreneurs is a movement that is well established in
Fremont County. TechStart along with other business start- up channels have
nurtured more than a dozen startups in recent years.
Once a startup takes hold, the business often needs to vacate incubator space and
move to a larger footprint that offers flexibility in how space is used and relatively
low occupancy costs.

Figure 7. Several potential upper
story spaces for tech companies and
startups in downtown Cañon City
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B. CAÑON CITY’ S COMPETITIVE POSITION
Corporate location decisions are driven by considerations that reach far beyond property alone. Corporate
executives know firsthand that location selection comes only after a careful analysis of factors important
to both the near term and long-term strategic interests of the company.
Economic development

best practices today acknowledge

the complexities

of these decisions by

benchmarking across a myriad of metrics that collectively document the community is right for corporate
investment. Figure 8 illustrates the interdependence of community attributes that define the value it can
bring to business.

Figure 8. Site location factors of a competitive community

The DSG Team documented local strengths on which investment attraction can be based. At the same
time, DSG believes Cañon City and Fremont County fall well short of offering a competitive value
proposition for new and expanding industry ( Figure 9).
A locally prepared value- proposition gives a community a stage for demonstrating to corporate decision
makers that the community understands the strategic and tactical needs associated with a specific type
of business operation.
Presented in the next section ( Gap Analysis) is a further discussion of what a competitive community
offers to businesses and how Cañon City compares to that ideal. Recognizing there are gaps in the region’ s
assets, the draft value propositions which are proposed in Section C provides the City a starting point. The
final value propositions can be refined as assets are improved, challenges mitigated, and changes occur.
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ASSETS
Good graduation

OPPORTUNITIES
Downtown

Stagnant population

Mid- and long- term development

Aging population

Capstone requirement

Infill development

Talent pipeline

Water and wastewater

Connect river to downtown

Out commuters

Highways, Airport access

Capture more visitor dollars

Housing

Visitors

Expand visitor season

Business parks

Dual enrollment

rate

CHALLENGES

and CTE is strong

growth

Emergent Campus

Development- ready land

Cost of living

Broadband
Lodging
Poverty

Figure 9. Summary of Cañon City and Fremont County economic development assets and gaps

This next section of the report outlines where we see gaps in community offerings. Presented below are
the readiness- gaps DSG believes need to be addressed to improve area economic development
competitiveness.

Gap Analysis
This section presents the readiness gaps that the DSG Team believes
need to be addressed to improve Cañon City and Fremont County’ s
economic development competitiveness.
A review of information gathered from interviews, observations, data
research,

and materials

collected

during

the consulting

team’ s

community visit form the basis of the review, findings, and resulting
recommendations.
Considerations

common

to site selection

projects

below along with the DSG Team’ s observation

are presented

of Cañon City’ s

standing on each factor. Data sources and details are included in the
Appendix.

Workforce and Education
Business and site selection professionals evaluate locations on many
different factors. In today’ s market the primary factor is workforce—
availability and quality. Location investigations start by verifying that
a sufficient labor supply exists, there is a pipeline of workers feeding
market growth, and that business operations will be able to attract
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A labor force can be divided
into four components:
Talent Pipeline ( ages 0-19)
are your future workers
Prime Workers ( ages 20-39)
are those entering the
workforce, those who have
experience, high school, and
college graduates that,
hopefully, will remain in the
area
Experienced Workers ( ages
40- 59) are well- established
workers and parents of the
talent pipeline group, the more
they remain in the area, the
more the talent pipeline will
grow
Retiring Soon ( ages 60+) are
the senior workers, an increase
in this group reflects the
number of workers who may
choose to retire soon
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the talent they need now and in the future; the investigation then drills down into specific skills.
Competitive communities offer:
A supply of workers with industry- specific skills and a strong work ethic
An education system adept at producing workers with skills that are aligned with industry needs and
the needs of a rapidly changing global economy
Documentation of a good pipeline of new workers, e.g., population growth, balanced age
distribution, graduates from two- or four- year colleges, certificate training programs from
community colleges and high schools
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
Since 2010 the population of Cañon City has declined in all but three years. The growth in those three
years ( 2016, 2018, and 2019) was less than one percent. The longer- term average annual growth rate
from 2010 to 2019 is also a decline (- 0.04%).
Given a shortage of housing for multiple income levels, limited employment opportunities, median
household income that is well below state average, and poverty levels nearly twice the state, an
accelerated population growth should not be expected anytime soon.
Neither the city nor the county has a growing pipeline of workers ( Figure 10). The only age group that is
growing more than one percent per year is the 60- to 74-year- old.

Cañon City Talent Pipeline
5, 000

Fremont County Talent Pipeline
15, 000

4, 000

10,000
3, 000
2, 000
5,000
1, 000
0

0

0-19 y/ o
2015

20-39 y/ o
2016

2017

40-59 y/ o
2018

60-74 y/ o
2019

0-19 y/ o
2015

20-39 y/ o
2016

2017

40-59 y/ o
2018

60-74 y/ o
2019

Figure 10. Talent Pipeline. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS 5-Year Estimates, S010

The local economy is stifled by the number of out- commuters estimated to be over 50% of the workforce.
Most of these commuting workers are in the 30-to-54- year age range. ( Figure 11)
The graduation rate in Cañon City ( 87.9%) and the county ( 93%) compares favorably to Pueblo County
schools ( 87.6%) and El Paso County schools ( 84%).
Career Technical Education ( CTE) is a strong component of the Cañon City educational system. Courses
include automotive, mechanics, welding, carpentry, drafting, and medical.
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Dual enrollment

is popular

with Cañon City

students. Nearly 13% of students participate in
All other

some type of concurrent enrollment. This is two

locations

or three times the rate of students in Pueblo or

outside of
Fremont

Canon City

Pueblo

County

Limits

8%

13%

31%

El Paso counties.
Cañon City school district is one of 16 schools in
Colorado participating in the P-TECH education
model. By partnering with Pueblo Community
College and TechSTART the district can offer this
model which gives students the opportunity to

Colorado
Springs
Remainder

14%

of

simultaneously earn a high school diploma, an

Denver

industry- recognized associate degree, and work

metro
21%

experience in the tech industry.

Fremont

County
13%

Cañon City schools require students to complete
a

Capstone

Project

for

graduation.

These

projects include as many as 150 community and
business partnerships

Figure 11. Where Cañon City workers are working.
Source: U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer- Household
Dynamics, 12/ 2021

Real Estate
Companies prefer sites or buildings that are shovel- or move in-ready. Realistically, getting properties
market- ready can be a long-term endeavor. Therefore, as communities work on preparing market ready
real estate, they should prioritize those properties that can be made ready with the least input; in other
words, “ pick the low hanging fruit.” Documentation throughout the process will allow local stakeholders
to provide details on priority properties making them more attractive to business prospects. Competitive
communities offer:
An inventory of available industrial buildings ranging from 5,000 square feet industrial condos to
100,000+ square feet standalone buildings; development- ready commercial and retail sites in a
variety of sizes and configurations
High profile sites visible from major roadways that are available for end-users requiring public
exposure and advertising appeal
A comprehensive profile on each property that includes interior and exterior photos, maps, full
description of the site or building, ownership info, lease or sale cost, location of utilities and current
capacities and use rates, planned upgrades to all infrastructure, property ingress and egress; an
overview of the development process and permitting costs; neighboring uses, status of
environmental testing
Property that is free of hazardous wastes or other incompatible previous uses, incompatible upwind land uses, other manmade adverse conditions; free of flood plains, wetlands, endangered
species, poor soil conditions, and other natural conditions that may pose risk
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Industrial parks, business parks, and retail centers that have a positive modern image that is
maintained through design controls, e.g., building materials, landscaping, signage, lighting, and
setbacks
Neighboring development that does not detract from the image and operating environment of
industrial park, office park, or retail uses
Fire station( s) in proximity to real estate that are equipped and trained to meet the needs of target
industries; and fire water that is delivered at high pressure, looped water lines
Real estate that is in proximity to employee amenities such as shopping, restaurants, trails and
recreational facilities, and other activities that help attract and retain employees
Zoning codes and/ or covenants in place to prohibit development that could deliver unwanted
elements to neighboring properties
Land in and around the city ready for residential construction that will support population growth
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
Cañon City has no established industrial or business parks. The industrial properties identified and toured
as part of this project would not be considered shovel- ready or marketable. Available buildings are very
limited.
The lack of an established

property database with profiles of priority sites is hampering economic

development and business attraction efforts.
Downtown is at risk of deteriorating due to vacancies. Opportunities do exist for readying properties for
the mid- and long- term. There are opportunities for commercial and light industrial infill development at
multiple locations across the city.
Industrial sights on the south end of the city in vicinity of Oak Creek Grade could support a broad range
of facility types including

general manufacturing,

distribution,

and metal fabrication

but sites are

discounted by less- than-desirable transportation access and limited water supplies.
There are several vacant lots throughout the city which could be used for affordable housing.

Infrastructure
Companies look for sites and communities that are supported by modern infrastructure and offer utilities
with capacity to accommodate current and future business needs. If there are gaps in infrastructure,
competitive communities demonstrate a willingness to invest in required upgrades that expand and keep
systems secure and up to date. Competitive communities offer:
Modern utility infrastructure with capacities that exceed near- term needs
Water and wastewater service that is reliable, redundant, high- quality, and reasonably priced
Water and wastewater systems with sufficient capacity to support industrial needs with use rates
designed to be competitive with neighboring communities
Electric power that is reliable, redundant, high-quality, and reasonably priced
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Natural gas that is reliable, redundant, high- quality, reasonably priced, and with enough capacity to
meet industrial needs
Broadband telecom serving sites and buildings being marketed that can meet significant data
transfer requirements
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
Poor utility infrastructure in the northern area outside of Cañon water district hampers development. The
city’ s water system has access to large quantities of quality water. But the distribution network within the
city is uneven with decreasing water pressure as lines move south from the Arkansas River to higher
elevations.
The traffic system needs modernization to better synchronize vehicle flow throughout the community.
The County’ s wastewater system has ample capacity to support new development.
It is unclear if broadband service and speed is sufficient to meet market expectations. Stakeholders offer
mixed opinions without verifiable documentation.

Transportation and Market Access
The efficient movement of goods and people is another factor on which companies evaluate communities.
This includes a network of highways and arterial roads that connect sites to workers, customers, and
vendors. Competitive communities offer:
Highway access to and from industrial parks and employment centers that include at least two
routes for trucks and employee vehicles
Access routes that are free of potential traffic flow impediments such as weight limited bridges, low
clearance tunnels and bridges, rail crossings and areas of traffic congestion
No time-of-day restriction on site ingress or egress for trucks, employees, or visitors
A commercial airport within a 60- to 90-minute drive
Rail cargo service and ocean ports as necessary
Pedestrian- friendly downtown, commercial and retail centers; local roadways that connect residents
and visitors to amenities and recreational opportunities
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
The I-25 corridor is about one- hour away. Using Highway 50 southeast Pueblo is 35 miles ( 45 minutes);
using Highway 115 north, Colorado Springs is 45 miles (60 minutes).
Two major community assets, downtown Cañon City business district and Arkansas River, are badly
misaligned by the inability of pedestrians to safely cross Highway 50.
Highways 50 and 115 provide good access to nearby regional markets
Colorado Springs airport is just 48 miles away and is served by five airlines ( American, Delta, Frontier,
Southwest, and United). There is a good selection of nonstop flights including to Chicago, Dallas, Denver,
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Houston, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Orlando, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and San Antonio. The Denver
International Airport is 130 miles from Cañon City.

Business Climate
A major objective for business is to avoid risk. A primary focus of a site location assessment is to identify
potential “ red flags,” current or future operating conditions that could disrupt smooth operation of the
business. Competitive communities offer:
The ability to convey to company site selectors an understanding of their industry including real
estate, infrastructure, transportation, and workforce needs
The ability to demonstrate a clear path to development, a streamlined permitting process with
defined time and cost estimates
Willingness to be forthcoming with the community’ s real and perceived risk factors and an openness
about the facts behind risks and the community’ s plan for addressing the situation
Demonstrated willingness to invest time and money to understand community strengths and
weaknesses, implement plans for mitigating shortcomings, and identify industry targets that best
align with the community offerings
Support to local employers through an active and collaborative business retention and expansion
program that informs city leadership on the needs of business
A coordinated network of organizations that provides a comprehensive array of business assistance,
workforce training, financing, etc.
Stakeholders and economic development partners that present continuity in messaging ( e.g.,
everyone has an elevator pitch for selling the community)
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
There is no formal business outreach program in Cañon City. Smaller manufacturers and other traded
sector businesses can benefit from more assistance from the city and its economic development partners
to access financing, job hiring and training resources, etc.
Cañon City has a reputation

as being “ unfriendly

to business,”

a viewpoint

that circulates

in the

community and is heard by people considering the area for investment. The common thread for
discontent is the city’ s Building Department.
Downtown is declining as illustrated by many vacancies, deteriorating conditions of historic buildings, and
under- utilized structures.
Main Street businesses capture a scant percentage of the thousands of visitors to Royal Gorge and other
area attractions.

Characteristics

hindering

Main Street success include an absence of way finding,
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comprehensive

parking

plan,

significant

progress

on

façade

improvements, seamless connection of Main Street to the Arkansas
River, and diversity of business offerings.
A historically

inward

Fundamental ways to grow and
sustain economic development in
your community.

looking “ cowboy/ mining

culture”

that is

inherent to Cañon City is seen as a barrier to growing a technology

Understand your local economic
strengths and weaknesses

sector. Tech companies recognize gender, racial, and sexual diversity
as important elements in a creative process that is the technology

Know your community’ s place in
the broader regional economy

sector’ s backbone.
The Emergent Campus in Florence supports entrepreneurs

and is

attracting interest and investment from tech- savvy areas like Austin,

Understand your community’ s
economic development vision and
goals

Denver, and San Francisco.
Black Hills Power initiated an economic development

rate which

offers new and expanding businesses discounted rates for up to 10

Develop a strategy to attain
community goals
Understand connections between

years.

economic development and other
city policies i.e., housing,

Quality of Place

transportation, land use, etc.
Nearly every community boasts, “ We are a great place to live, work,
and raise a family.” The fact is, Quality of Place is a moving target
that requires continued engagement to make this a true statement.
Competitive communities set themselves apart from others when
they

can point

to ongoing

investment

in cultural

amenities,

Ensure that your community’ s
regulatory process is timey,
reliable, and transparent
Understand your local economic

infrastructure, and working with business and institutional partners.

development stakeholders and

These Quality of Place investments help employers attract and retain

partners

skilled workers and professionals. Competitive communities offer:

Understand and support the

Investments that support the safety, health, and welfare of its

needs of your local business

citizens

community

Lifestyle, cultural, and recreational amenities that make it a

Develop a clear and coherent

desirable place to live

economic development message

Clear articulation of the community’ s vision, economic

Establish and support a strong

development goals, and consensus on economic growth

economic development staff

demonstrated through leaders and stakeholders
Ongoing monitoring of metrics that measure Quality of Place

Source: National

including:

for Research

Understanding

Cost of living index
Crime rates

League of Cities’ Center

and Innovation,
Economic

Development

and the Role of Elected Officials in
Economic

Development.”

Health care (hospital beds, doctors per population,
specialties)
Education ( graduation rates, test scores)
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Housing ( supply, diversity, affordability)
Arts and Recreation ( park system, arts, and entertainment programs)
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
Housing is a problem. Cañon City and Fremont County’ s housing is affordable, but not plentiful. A
September 2021 search on Zillow. com showed 101 single family homes listed for sale in Cañon City; just
23 of them were at or below the median ( affordable) price of $216,000.
The public school system is reported to be above average in terms of test scores, technical training
participation rates, graduation rates, and students heading to college. Nearly 13% of Fremont County’ s
2020- 2021 high school students participated in concurrent or dual enrollment with the community
college, a percentage well above Pueblo County ( 6%) and El Paso County ( 4%).
The downside to the area’ s good school system is “ brain drain” as many college- bound students do not
return to Cañon City for employment.
About 58% of Cañon City’ s population ( age 25+) has a high school diploma and some college education. A
greater share ( 23%) of the Cañon City population has a bachelor’ s or higher degree compared to Fremont
County ( 18%) or City of Pueblo ( 18%). In Colorado Springs nearly 40% of the population has a bachelor’ s
or higher degree ( Figure 12).

50%
40%
30%

20%
10%
0%

Canon City

Fremont County

Pueblo

Colorado Springs

Less than H. S.

High School

Some College

Associate

Bachelor

Graduate

Degree

Degree

or Higher

Figure 12. Educational attainment of population over 25 years old. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS 5Year Estimates, S1501

There appears to be a disconnect between Cañon City and Pueblo Community College. The college’ s
website does a poor job of promoting the Fremont Campus.
Education is reported to be underfunded. The last school bond passed in 2017 supported building
renovation

and a new elementary

school. Other building

improvements,

teaching

materials,

and

equipment are reported to still be needed, a situation that makes it difficult to attract teachers and pay a
competitive wage.
Cañon City’ s Main Street is testimony to the area’ s colorful historic roots. The general building stock
downtown is good ( physically) with many historic buildings and distinctive period architecture creating a
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welcoming environment. The previously mentioned risk of downtown deteriorating can be avoided by
keeping these buildings occupied.
Connecting downtown with Arkansas River assets is a missed opportunity for fostering a healthy and
prosperous Main Street district.
Quality shopping, dining, and lodging choices are limited on Main Street and Cañon City in general. The
market is underserved on these offerings.
Overall aesthetics and atmosphere along Main Street and in other selected parts of the community need
attention,

e.g., streetscape

planting,

traffic calming,

parking, façade improvements,

tenant mix,

wayfinding, sidewalk maintenance, and street maintenance. All these factors contribute to an attractive
community.
Consensus

and coordination

between

public and private stakeholders

on a range of issues ( e.g.,

recreation, Main Street, economic development) is not evident.
The city’ s Age Dependency Ratio ( ADR) of 69 means that for
every 100 working- age residents ( ages 18 to 64) there are 69

60. 5
55. 4

dependent age people ( youth and seniors) who rely on the
39. 2

workers’ taxes to pay for municipal and other services. The
higher the ratio, greater the burden on the working age
population

and/ or

the

greater

potential

for

9.2

reduced

7.2

1.4

services. Cañon City’ s ratio is higher than the county ( 58) and
Property

the state ( 57).

Crime

Canon City

Violent Crime
Pueblo

Colorado

Springs

Violent and property crime rates in the city/ county are
higher than in Pueblo or El Paso Counties. ( Figure 13).
Nearly 17% of Cañon City households

are living below

Figure 13. Number of crimes per 1,000
population. Source: FBI 2020 Crime Data

poverty ( as defined by U.S. Census Bureau) compared to
households in Fremont County ( 15%), Pueblo County ( 22%), El Paso County ( 11%), and State ( 9.5%).
In Cañon City 16% of households are receiving some type of cash public assistance, compared to
households in Fremont County ( 15%), Pueblo County ( 24%), El Paso County ( 11%), the State ( 7.5%). Within
Fremont County over 52% of students are eligible for free or reduced lunches.
The 2019 median household income in Cañon City ($ 46,494) compares well with Fremont County
49, 409) and City of Pueblo ($ 43,148). As expected, the median household income in Colorado Springs is
higher, $ 70, 527. However, Cañon City’ s median household income shows a higher average annual growth
4.4%) than the county ( 3.4%) and the other comparison cities ( 2.9% in Pueblo and 3.7% in Colorado
Springs).
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Cañon City and Fremont County’ s cost of living indices ( 88.4 and 91.7 respectively) are favorable when
compared to Colorado Springs ( 104. 5) and the state ( 105. 6) ( Figure 13). Factors contributing to Cañon
City’ s cost of living include groceries ( 100. 6), health care ( 98.2), and utilities ( 97. 9). Cañon City’ s housing
cost is only 83.9 compared to housing cost in Fremont
County ( 90) and Colorado Springs ( 124. 5), but this does not
account for availability.

4

104.5
91. 7

88. 4

85. 2

Data and Tools
Competitive communities offer:
Canon City

Demonstration that community leaders understand the

Fremont

City of

Colorado

County

Pueblo

Springs

site selection project requirements, the prospect’ s
industry, can articulate how and why the community is
a good match, and can provide examples and

Figure 14. Comparative cost of living.
Source: www.bestplaces. net

testimonials of successes
Documentation of workforce availability and skills, e.g., labor shed map, commuting patterns,
occupations and wages, training programs, directory of local employers and hiring history,
testimonials
Property profiles for sites and buildings deemed most appropriate for a proposed project that
includes size, dimensions, aerial photos, ownership, asking sale or lease price
A community profile that provides historic overview, vision for the future, make- up of the economy,
demographics, shopping amenities for workers and residents, recreation assets
A professional quality proposal package ( delivered electronically and available for hard copy
production) that clearly outlines how community assets align with the proposed project
Cañon City’ s Competitive Position
Marketing materials oriented toward corporate investment inquiries was not provided to the DSG Team.
There is little evidence neither Cañon City’ s nor FEDC have collateral material and related tools that
present the city and county’ s value to business.
Neither the City nor the FEDC economic development

websites have sufficient information to initiate

interest from a company. Beginning on the next page is a review of the city’ s economic development
website and the DSG Team’ s recommendations.

4

Cost of Living is based on a U.S. average of 100. An amount over 100 means that a community is more expensive

to live than the U.S. average. Likewise, an amount below 100 means a community is more affordable.
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Figure 15. E.D. Website Recommendations
EXISTING WEBSITE FINDINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Location: Four maps are available

Three of the maps should be moved to the Economic

on the City’ s Visitor page

Development page e.g., Urban Renewal District, FEMA Flood
Hazard, and Opportunity Zone.
Recommend adding state and regional maps on the E.D. home
page to orient audience to the city’ s location within the U.S.
and the state.

Demographics are available for

The basics are presented, e.g., population and growth rate,

viewing and for report download

population by age, median age, median household income,
and educational attainment. An improvement would be to add
population growth trends. Address population declines by
noting any improvement in the decline and/ or reasons for the
decline, i.e., new housing developments in the county, growth
is happening in the county vs. the city.
Recommend subscribing to eImpact which will make data
collection, presentation, and updating much easier. eImpact is
a data visualization dashboard for economic development,
workforce, and industry. Economic data and software
professionals collect, customize, and regularly update your
data. The dashboard is branded to your design and embedded
on your website.

Workforce information is

The information listed below should be added along with

presented by industry NAICS and

discussion of skills, training programs, and any state or local

SIC, includes establishment size,

incentives and assistance. This can be accomplished through

and occupations

the eImpact tool.
Demographics
Participation rate
Unemployment rate
Labor market draw (commute map and numbers)
Starting and median wages ( major manufacturing and
office occupations)
Hiring and training programs and assistance resources

Education: ( CTE and K-12): no
school information or links
provided

Add:
Listing of K-12 schools
Enrollment and graduation rates
Special programs and partnerships with higher education
School to work and other initiatives
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EXISTING WEBSITE FINDINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Higher Education: no school

Contact PCC, request and provide them with improved content

information or links provided

and reciprocal links on city’ s economic development website.
Add:
Location of community colleges, universities
enrollment and graduation Rates
Majors
Industry partnerships

Industry by NAICS is available but

More helpful to those conducting a site search and looking for

requires lots of clicks and scrolling

a profile of the economic base and business community is a
simple dashboard or matrix that presents the industry sectors,
total employment, and the top private- sector employers,
determined by employment size. Add the following:
Industry by sector and by employment
Breakdown of occupations found locally, particularly those
relevant to your target audiences
Target industries and value propositions
Listing of top employers ( by sector, employment, how long
in the area)
News ( expansions, new locations, downsize, closures); the
video posted at bottom of home page is good, but it is two
years old

Properties: of the 76 properties

Switch the city’ s online property database to LOIS by joining

listed on the Cañon City website,

Black Hills Power’ s account at no cost.

majority are retail or commercial;

Focus on the industrial and large commercial development

search for industrial- only

opportunity sites and include the following information:

properties returned no results
Other than the Abbey property,
none of the suggested sites are
presented
Brownfields are called out with
their own tab (page), yet property

Photographs ( aerial and site)
Map of location
Profile for land: size, dimensions, zoning, neighboring uses,
ingress/ egress, roadways, utility services mapped, asking
price or lease rate, contact information

search returned no brownfields in

Profile for buildings: size, dimensions, interior photos,

Cañon City

interior drawings, ceiling height, bay doors, other features,

The link to the “ Fremont County
Coalition Site Reuse and
Revitalization Program” returns a

zoning, previous uses, approved uses, neighboring uses,
ingress/ egress, parking, storage, utility services, price (sale
or lease), terms, contact information

404 error; other links on page are
working
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EXISTING WEBSITE FINDINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Transportation: other than a

Add:

reference to “excellent
transportation connections” no
specific transportation data is
presented

Major highways mapped
Mileage/ drive time access to major markets
Freight rail service
Port service
Passenger air service including airline
Freight air service
Overnight package delivery
Truck terminals
Community bus and passenger train service

Regulatory Environment: website
includes an announcement that the
city will be requiring a business
license “ sometime during or after

Add:
Online permitting system
Permitting and development fees ( rate, basis, contact info)

2021”

Air quality permits, fees, attainment status

Licensing and Permits tab links out

Other regulatory information or permits that may be

to Building Department.

required

Commercial building permit
process graphic is available and
includes statement that overall
timeframe is typically 45 to 60 days
Cost: no specifics on the typical

Additional information on local and state taxes and fees

cost of doing business;

should be added, for example:

announcement that the city no
longer levies sales tax; state sales
tax still exists.

List and brief description of development fees
State and local tax profile ( income, property, sales, use,
utility, inventory, etc.)
State level personal and corporate income tax rates
City income tax if any
Property tax rates, assessment ratios for major jurisdictions
State telecommunications tax
Other taxes
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EXISTING WEBSITE FINDINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Incentives: available incentives

Add federal, state, and local programs related to development,

package is not evident on the

property acquisition, utilities, workforce hiring and training,

website

financing, taxes. For each, include:
Description, links to programs
Eligibility criteria
Contact information to access
Type (waiver, deferral, subsidy)
Formula ( rate and basis)
Case studies that describe the benefit and savings ( cost and
time) local companies have received

Utilities: no discussion or contact

For each utility serving commercial and industrial properties,

information

include name and contact information for people who can
discuss:
Rates and availability of service
Rate history
Capacity
Recent or planned changes in rates or service
Territory map, transmission/ distribution map
Location of substations
Reliability rating and outage history
Incentives, discounts

Quality of Place: arts, culture, and

Recommend adding the following to the economic

recreation information are

development site:

available via the Visitors tab

Public and private K-12 schools, test scores, teacherstudent ratios, etc.
Climate ( typical high/ low temps, precipitation, elevation,
humidity)
FBI or local crime statistics
Comparative cost of living from third party source ( e.g.,
www. bestplaces. net)
Housing costs ( apartments, typical home, neighborhoods)
Childcare
Healthcare ( hospital beds and doctors per 1,000
population, specialties, senior care facilities)
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C.

BUSINESS ATTRACTION TARGETS

The DSG Team conducted

an analysis of community

assets to identify real estate parcels and

corresponding investment targets to form the basis of report recommendations. In addition to real estate,
DSG’ s assessment examined utility and transportation infrastructure, workforce and training resources,
quality of place attributes, organizational

structures and economic development capacity, housing

market, retail assets, parks and recreation, growth trends, and other factors that provided insights into
Cañon City’ s development.
The DSG Team weighed community assets against our experience with economic development and
corporate investment
properties

trends at local, regional, national, and global levels. Put simply, we selected

and investment

targets that offer the best chance of attracting

new jobs and creating

investments to Cañon City and Fremont County.
To successfully compete for new business investment, leaders

Value Proposition and Key Message

must understand

Platform

the community’ s value proposition

as it

relates to business and industry attraction targets.

Your value proposition must

In today’ s marketplace a community’ s value proposition must be

effectively answer the question and

articulated in a manner that quickly cuts through the “ noise.”

support it with facts…

The challenge is to present the unique benefits of Cañon City,
supported with facts or proof points including:

Why would a business consider
Cañon City over another location in

Labor market stats, testimonials, what makes the

the region, nation or world?”

workforce special
Description of the training programs, skills being honed for specific industries
Population within one- day’ s drive of Cañon City (market access)
Distance to major markets ( Denver, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, etc.)
Costs relative to competing locations ( start up, land, wages, utilities, taxes, fees, housing)
The amount of real estate ready for development ( site acreage, square feet of industrial and
commercial buildings, zoning, transportation and utility infrastructure, environmental conditions,
site development or other cost estimates that city may have, etc.)

A summary of the consulting team’ s recommended

investment targets is presented on the next page

along with Value Propositions that the city can adopt. As marginal assets are improved, and challenges
are mitigated each value proposition can be enhanced.
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Figure 16. Cañon City' s Value Propositions
INDUSTRY SECTOR

DRAFT VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Large and Mid-Size Manufacturing Operations

Cañon City offers [ industry] manufacturers master

Manufacturing and industrial services including
outdoor industry products, food processing,
machinery overhaul and repair, and general

planned industrial parks with fully served sites that
can accommodate 20, 000 to 100, 000+ square foot
buildings.

manufacturing that support customers outside

Companies locating in Cañon City can easily reach

Fremont County

major metro markets in a large multi- state region.
Cañon City operating costs are below state and
regional figures.
Fremont County workforce is trained to meet the
demanding requirements of modern industry.

Small Manufacturing Operations
Commercial and industrial services including
machine shops, equipment repair, metal
fabrication, engineering firms, vehicle repair, and

Cañon City is the ideal location for companies that
need a 1,000 to 5,000+ square foot buildings in a
setting that allows a broad range of business
activities.

light manufacturing that support the needs of

Reach local and regional markets from Cañon

both local and outside markets

City’ s industrial parks.

Small Business Incubation and Acceleration

Cañon City offers light industrial and office space,

Business creation including IT services, content
development and management, professional

500 to 5,000 square feet, to support incubation
and acceleration of entrepreneurial businesses.

services, technical support services, and light

The entrepreneurial spirit is alive and well in

manufacturing that support both local and outside

Cañon City and the surrounding area. The area has

markets

nurtured more than a dozen startup businesses in
recent years.
Cañon City lifestyles that align with the creative
class pave the way for entrepreneurs to incubate
and develop new ideas.

Technical Services
Enterprise level operations including back- office
functions, contract call center, small data centers,
and specialized product fulfillment that support
regional, national, and global markets

Cañon City’ s attractive master planned industrial
office parks are geared to [industry or operations]
through covenants on building materials, setbacks,
landscaping, and other elements that reflect
industry or operations] standards.
Available buildings and multi- tenant structures in
Cañon City are perfect for light industrial and
commercial office.
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Matching Investment Targets to Cañon City Real Estate
The DSG Team toured the city and county including priority annexation areas to inventory real estate
assets, buildings, and sites, that would be well-served to the industry and investment targets identified.
Six sites/ areas, which are mapped on the next page ( Figure 17), were identified as “ nearer- term” assets
that could be promoted and developed within the next several years. With these sites in mind, we then
identified the specific investment targets best suited for each of the sites.
In the remainder of this section each site is profiled with a brief description, best uses, benefits and
advantages to the target industries, and action items to be prioritized and accomplished to prepare the
sites for marketing and business attraction.

PROPERTY VISION
A

Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land Sites support

USES

FACILITY SIZE ( SF)

Manufacturing

20, 000- 100, 000+

outside storage, high bay structures, and other features of

Food processing

heavy industrial operations. Surrounding topography buffers

Outdoor industry goods

these activities from residential and other area land uses. Low

Machinery overhaul

water users only until water capacity to area is increased.
B

Forge Road/ McDaniel Boulevard/ CR 143 Industrial Area

Manufacturing

supports light industrial and commercial services in a setting

Engineering

with employee amenities nearby, and limited restrictions on

Metal fabrication

building types and design elements.

Industrial services

C

Small businesses

Downtown could support incubation and acceleration of

entrepreneurial

businesses by using upper floor space on

1,000- 4,000

400- 3,000

Startup incubation

Main Street.
D

Reynolds Brothers Property can accommodate

light

industrial and commercial services in a setting with employee

Commercial and

1,000- 4,000

Industrial services

amenities nearby, and limited restrictions on building types
and design elements.
E

Mackenzie Ranch Property 1 would suit companies

Technical services

looking to locate light industrial, technical services, and back-

Back- office operations

office operations in an attractive office/ industrial park with

Contract call center

well- defined covenants that protect the site’ s integrity.

Small data center

20, 000- 100, 000

Light manufacturing
F

Mackenzie Ranch Property 2 is a good setting for an

Food processing

attractive industrial park with covenants to ensure quality

Advanced

building materials, landscaping, and setbacks.

manufacturing
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SITE A — Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land Sites

Figure 18. Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land sites with surrounding uses and features

Figure 19. Oak Creek Grade Road ( CR 143) at Colorado Legacy lands looking north
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Identifier

SITE A — Oak Creek Grade/ Colorado Legacy Land

Location

The property spans Oak Creek Grade Road ( CR 143) and is located south of
the former golf course and approximately two miles south of Cañon City
downtown. The entire site is within Fremont County. Colorado Legacy Lands,
the public benefit corporation that owns the land, has identified specific
industrial areas shown on their concept plan ( Figure 20).

Size

Legacy Lands conceptual site layout ( Figure 20) shows 115+ acres proposed
available for industrial use. West across CR 143 is an additional 80 +/- acres
shown in the concept plan as residential but is recommended by the DSG
Team for industrial development.

Description

Topography is gentle rolling hills and sparse vegetation. Based on the
concept plan provided by Colorado Legacy Lands, there are 4+ lots within the
industrial area, ranging in size from 7 to 45 acres. Sites are adjacent to CR
143 which connects to State Highway 50 three miles north in Cañon City.
Based on requirements for EPA review and sign- off on buffer areas, this area
is likely two to three years out before commencing any development
activity. Industrial users will be limited to less water- intensive uses due to
capacity issues.

Recommended Uses

The sites are recommended for larger facilities seeking a location in a
planned heavy industrial district where outdoor storage, high bay buildings,
and similar activities are allowed. Food processing, general manufacturing,
outdoor recreation products, machinery overhaul and repair are uses
envisioned for the area.
Cañon City and Fremont County do not have existing planned industrial
parks. There are a few existing facilities of this type in the area (e.g., Interrol
near Dawson, Estes on Highway 50).

Utilities

Water: 8” line serves the closed golf course
Electric: Line runs on east side of Oak Creek Grade Road.

Benefits

Land is vacant, there are no incompatible nearby development.
Properties are large enough for interior roadways and utility infrastructure
that will support multiple tracts of developable sites.

Actions

Confirm availability of property for development, establish timeline for
readying.
Determine city’ s interest in annexing.
Document status of environmental with Colorado Legacy Lands and EPA.
Investigate feasibility of rail line reactivation.
Document existing conditions of utilities, soil conditions, and any use
restrictions based on level( s) of cleanup or remediation.
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SITE B — Forge Road/ McDaniel Boulevard/ CR 143 Industrial Area

Figure 21. Forge Road/ McDaniel Boulevard/ CR 143 with surrounding uses and features
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Figure 22. #29 CR 143 Property Listed For Sale

Figure 24. 645 McDaniel Blvd. Not listed for sale but vacant. Located on north side of McDaniel, adjacent
and east of existing Transfer Facility. Same owner as Transfer Station ( Howard). Approximately 4 acres

Figure 23. 1610 Fry Avenue. Vacant but not listed for sale, 61,000 SF buildings total
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Identifier

SITE B — Forge Road / McDaniel Boulevard / CR 143 Industrial Area

Location

Land west of Oak Creek Grade ( CR 143) between Elm Avenue and Forge
Road and abutting the rail spur has long been an area of mixed- use industrial
operations. Located approximately 1.5 miles south of downtown Cañon City,
the area spans from north to south approximately 2/ 3 of a mile.

Size

There are approximately seven vacant parcels ranging in size from 2.5 to 9.2
acres: ( 1) a 9.2-acre property is located south of McDaniel Boulevard and
appears to be " shovel- ready;" ( 2) the 4-acre property is east of the existing
Transfer Station and adjacent to rail line.
1610 Fry Avenue is a 61,000+ square foot buildings with an overhead crane
and dock doors.

Description

Topography is a mix of rolling hills, drainage features, scared landscape, and
sparse dryland vegetation. Existing uses are light industrial, metal
fabrication. Sites are accessed via CR 143, which connects to Highway 50
1.75 miles north in Cañon City and 15.8 miles to Highway 50 in Penrose via
Highway 115.

Recommended Uses

The sites are recommended for small facilities seeking a location in a heavy
industrial district where outdoor storage, high bay buildings, and similar
activities are allowed. These could include commercial and industrial
services, machine shops, equipment repair shops, light manufacturing,
engineering firms, metal fabrication, and/ or auto repair.

Utilities

Water: 12”, 4” and 6” lines
Sanitary: Line in McDaniel Blvd.
Electric: Lines along all road frontages

Benefits

Site is well suited to the needs of commercial and industrial operations that
do not require an attractive, planned development environment.
Site does not negatively impact neighboring properties or utility and
transportation infrastructure.
Properties can be made ready for development with relative ease and in a
short timeframe.
Site is in the Cañon City Opportunity Zone.

Actions

Confirm that sites and buildings are on the market and that asking price and
terms are established.
Determine if city’ s is interested in annexing the portion of the area that is
within Fremont County boundaries.
Investigate feasibility of rail line reactivation.
Document status of environmental work.
Document existing conditions of utilities, soil conditions.
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SITE C — Downtown

Figure 25. LEFT: The Harrison Building in Downtown Canon City has second floor vacancies. RIGHT: The St. Cloud
Hotel is now undergoing major renovation and will serve as an anchor for downtown redevelopment.

Figure 26. Downtown Cañon City
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5

Identifier

SITE C — Downtown Cañon City

Size

The core downtown is approximately eight blocks along Main Street. The
primary focus for supporting job creating non- retail investments in the
downtown are upper floors of buildings on Main Street.

Recommended Uses

The upper story units are recommended for small business incubation and
acceleration e.g., IT services, content development and management,
professional services which will support entrepreneurial activity.
Residential units in coordination with business operations would help
attraction efforts.

Benefits

Business growth from entrepreneurs is a movement that is already well
established in Fremont County.
TechStart along with other business start- up channels have nurtured more
than a dozen startup businesses in recent years. Main Street Cañon City
could provide space for business operations that would also help support
downtown street front businesses.
The energetic efforts of Stan Bullis, Unbridled Holdings, to master plan the
rebirth of Cañon City’ s central core centers on the St. Cloud Hotel ( Figure 25)
will help to invigorate the visitor market and overall activity downtown.

Actions

Inventory availability of buildings and upper floor space and target selected
properties marketing.
Determine cost and schedule for making necessary upgrades, establish
timing for readying buildings, establish cost.
Prepare a building profile for each vacancy.
Obtain building layout, interior, and exterior photographs.
Coordinate with Unbridled Holdings and their projects ( St. Cloud Hotel,
Fremont Provisions & Event Space, St. Scholastica) to assess if any
supporting businesses or facilities are needed within downtown. Unbridled
projects could generate 200+ jobs in next two to three years.

5

Cañon City Downtown Historic District was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1983. The historic

district listing was based on a 1981 survey by city staff; a 2004- 05 survey updated and expanded upon the 1983
listing. The district includes 80 historic structures, mostly two- story buildings and most located on Main Street
from 4th Street to 7th Street. Many were built during 1870 -1920 of brick and stone and reflect Canon City' s
success as a regional trade center. Thirty- three are identified as significant contributing buildings.
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SITE D — Reynolds Brothers

Figure 27. Reynolds Brothers property ( Site D) with surrounding uses and features
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Figure 29. Reynolds Brothers property looking east from Maple Lane

Figure 28. Proposed industrial park development plan. This conceptual subdivision
layout shows 14 lots varying in size from 27, 000 to 78,000 square feet. The existing
single- family house and sloped hillside would remain untouched.
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Identifier

SITE D — Reynolds Brothers Property

Location

3210 Maple Lane, located directly north of Walmart and one- quarter mile
from Highway 50.

Size

14.85 acres.
Developable area is approximately 7+/- acres.

Description

Extension of Maple Lane and Utility Lane will provide two access routes to
developable portions of the property. Access to Highway 50 is via Dozier
Way. Developable area is flat. Site is currently used for irrigated agriculture.

Recommended Uses

The types of businesses and buildings now found on Maple and Utility Lanes
are recommended for the Reynolds property. These include commercial and
industrial services, machine shops, equipment repair shops, light
manufacturing, engineering firms, metal fabrication, and auto repair.
The Reynolds Property is ideally suited to small facilities geared to support
commercial and industrial needs of local and regional economies.

Utilities

Water: 6” line in Maple Lane; 4” line in Utility Lane.
Sanitary: Service via lines in Maple Lane and Utility Lane.
Electric: Service via lines in Maple Lane and Utility Lane.

Benefits

Site is well suited to the needs of small facility industrial and commercial
services firms as they complement existing land use.
Site does not negatively impact neighboring properties or utility and
transportation infrastructure.
Property can be made ready for development with relative ease and in a
short timeframe.
Site is in the Cañon City Opportunity Zone.

Actions

Confirm that site is on the market and asking price and terms are
established.
Document existing conditions.
Identify scenarios for possible development including roads, utilities, and
timelines.
Document status of environmental work.
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SITE E — Mackenzie Ranch Property 1

Figure 30. Mackenzie Ranch Property 1 with surrounding uses and features

Figure 31. Mackenzie Avenue looking northeast
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Identifier

SITE E — Mackenzie Ranch Property 1

Location

Property is located on the southeast corner of Mackenzie Avenue and
Highway 50 across the street from Home Depot.

Size

Highlighted parcel is 16+/- acres with possible expansion to adjacent land
that is also under Mackenzie Ranch LLP ownership.

Description

The site is located just off Highway 50 on the east side of Cañon City. This
positions the site well for companies pulling workers from Pueblo and
Colorado Springs. Distance to SH 115 is 7.75 miles and 32 miles to I-25.
Site topography is rolling hills. Site is visible from both Highway 50 and
Mackenzie Avenue.

Recommended Uses

The site is suitable for both manufacturing and office development. These
uses include food processing, advanced or general manufacturing, technical
services and back- office operations, contract call center.
Property is recommended for larger facilities wishing to be in a planned
office/ industrial development supporting customers outside Fremont
County. The vision the site is an industrial park with covenants that ensure
quality building material, landscaping, and setbacks that would support
companies seeking a high visibility setting.

Utilities

Water: 20” main in Mackenzie Avenue.
Sanitary: 8” line along north portion of Home Depot, within parking lot.
Electric: Line runs along Mackenzie Avenue.

Benefits

Empty greenfield development, no incompatible nearby development.
Properties can be made ready for development with relative ease.
The site has attributes that allow branding of industrial parks that align with
modern light industrial/ technology/ office park.

Actions

Confirm availability, price, and terms.
Map the existing and planned infrastructure, include a timetable.
Document status of environmental work.
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SITE F — Mackenzie Ranch Property 2

Figure 32. Mackenzie Ranch Property 2 with surrounding uses and features

Figure 33. Mackenzie Ranch property south of airport along SR 67, looking south
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Identifier

SITE F — Mackenzie Ranch Property 2

Location

Property is located on the east side of SH 67 south of the Fremont County
Airport and north of Florence High School. The property is in Fremont
County, there is potential to be annexed into the City of Florence City.

Size

The highlighted property is 200+/- acres. This parcel is part of more than
2,220 total acres at this location held by Mackenzie Ranch LLP.

Description

The site’ s location near Highway 50 on the east side of Cañon City positions
it well for companies pulling workers from Pueblo and Colorado Springs and
for serving Front Range customers.

Recommended Uses

The site is suitable for large manufacturing and distribution operations.
Property is recommended for companies wishing to locate in a planned
industrial development supporting customers outside Fremont County.

Utilities

Water: City of Florence
Sanitary: Extended north from Florence High School
Electric: Line is along SH 67.

Benefits

Empty greenfield development, there is no incompatible nearby
development.
Property is large enough for interior roadways and utility infrastructure that
will support multiple tracts of developable sites.
Property can be made ready for development with relative ease.
The site has attributes that allow branding of industrial parks that align with
modern light industrial/ technology park with defined restrictive covenants.
Site is in the Cañon City Opportunity Zone.

Actions

Confirm availability of property for development, cost, and terms.
Establish timeline for readying site for development.
Document status of environmental work.
Document activities at airport that may impact development or operations,
including expansion plans.
Document existing conditions of utilities, soil conditions.
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D. ACTION PLAN
The Action Plan presented here incorporates the recommendations made throughout this document.
These tasks are to be led by the City of Cañon City and supported by City Council, Fremont County
Economic Development

Corporation,

property owners, and other economic development

partner

organizations. A dedicated team is required to move this plan forward and ultimately realize the
opportunities available to Cañon City and Fremont County.
The DSG Team identified 37 tasks we believe are needed to improve the city’ s economic development
competitiveness. These are categorized and itemized in the section below “ Action Plan.”
A Microsoft Excel file titled “ Implementation Guide” accompanies this report and is intended as a longterm management and planning tool. Figure 34 presents a screen shot from the Guide for illustration
purposes. The Implementation Guide allows stakeholders to document priorities, establish planned start
and completion dates, person or organization taking the lead, and budget requirements. The Guide should
be updated throughout the coming years as the community continues to bolster readiness assets.
In Figure 35 the DSG Team presents a Launch Plan that provides stakeholders with direction on how to
get started. The Launch Plan presents tasks to be accomplished in 30-day, 60-day, and 90-120-day
increments.

Action Plan
The tasks listed here can also be found in the accompanying electronic Implementation Guide which the
city can use to document priorities, planned start and completion dates, lead person or organization, track
progress, and budget.

Managing the Plan
1.

Present report to City Council ( 30 days)

2.

Meet with city, county, and state partners to present the plan, garner participation, commitment,
and buy in on vision, value propositions, activities ( 30 days)

3.

Establish a quarterly reporting schedule and method ( in person, e-conference, email) ( 30 days)

4.

Schedule annual presentations to council, supervisors, and partner organizations on
implementation status ( 30 days)

5.

Build out the Implementation Guide with timeline, lead, budget, etc. (90+ days)

Real Estate
6.

Switch City’ s online property database to Black Hills’ LocationOne account ( 30 days)

7.

Confirm property owners’ desire to sell or develop ( all sites) ( 30 days)

8.

Determine city interest in annexing any property ( Sites A, B, D, E, F) ( 90 days)
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9.

Prioritize properties for development and marketing ( 30 days)

10.

Prepare comprehensive profiles of properties for LocationOne, marketing, and proposal responses
all sites) ( 60 days); conditions of utilities, soils, environmental work

11.

Document status of environmental work (all sites), ( Year 1)

12.

Investigate feasibility of rail line reactivation ( Site A, B), ( Year 1)

13.

Document activities at airport that may impact development or operations ( Site F), ( Year 1)

14.

Maintain the inventory of available ( on the market) properties and buildings, continue to collect
property data for profiles, and keep LOIS posting current ( ongoing)

15.

Prepare plans and timeline for completing infrastructure improvements to priority properties and
buildings ( all sites) ( Year 1)

16.

Identify scenarios for possible development site plan ( Site D)

17.

Determine desired design controls for each site based on preferred or recommended users:
building materials, landscaping, signage, lighting, and setbacks; prepare visuals ( Year 1)

18.

Put in place zoning codes and/ or covenants to prohibit development that could deliver unwanted
elements to neighboring properties ( TBD)

19.

Improve flow and pressure of city’ s water distribution network ( TBD)

20.

Identify second and third floor downtown Cañon City and Florence space that aligns with the
needs of start- ups and help them get established ( 90-120 days); prepare building profile, floor
plans, interior and exterior photos ( Year 1)

21.

Identify vacant buildings that can be repurposed for light industrial business operations and assist
in securing the space make ready for occupancy ( 90-120 days)

Marketing Materials / Data
22.

Document proof points for value propositions and incorporate into marketing and messaging ( 60
days)

23.

Share value propositions and proof points with stakeholders and encourage they adopt into their
marketing and messaging ( 60 days)
Establish an economic development website ( Cañonthrives. live) that contains current data (
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24.

Figure 15) that is necessary for marketing and proposal response ( establish site first 90 days,
populate and update is an ongoing activity)

25.

Subscribe to eImpact for website’ s demographic and economic data (60 days)

26.

Make property brochures available for download ( 90+ days)

27.

Map the speed and reliability of broadband throughout the city/ county ( TBD)

28.

With downtown improvement plans completed, begin marketing to retailers that will provide
more diversity in downtown ( TBD) while moving image from the cowboy/ mining culture towards
technology and diversity

Business Climate
29.

Establish a collaborative business outreach program with economic and workforce development
partners for hiring, training, financing, expansions, etc. (90-120 days)

30.

Track down the basis for the “ unfriendly to business” attitude and make corrections ( 90+ days)

31.

Lead internal marketing efforts to improve consensus on community vision, growth, and goals
Year 1)

32.

Assist TechStart in creating new space for start- ups outgrowing incubator space ( ongoing)

Downtown
33.

Find a way to connect to river ( TBD)

34.

Design and implement a plan for wayfinding, streetscaping, traffic calming, parking, façade
improvements, and tenant mix (TBD)

35.

Increase participation in façade improvements ( Year 1)

Housing
36.

Identify lots throughout the city for infill workforce housing ( 90- 120 days)

37.

Market to and work with developers to prepare sites for housing developments ( ongoing)
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Figure 34. Screenshot of electronic Implementation Guide prepared for Canon City.
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Launch Schedule
30 DAYS

LEAD

Present report to City Council
Present report to Fremont County and economic development stakeholders
Adopt a quarterly and annual reporting schedule
Switch property database to LocationOne
Contact each property owner and confirm market availability
Establish priorities for property development
60 DAYS

LEAD

Document proof points for value propositions and incorporate into all marketing
and messaging ( Figure 16)
Share value propositions and proof points with stakeholders and encourage they
adopt into their marketing and messaging
Collect pertinent information and build out property profiles for database
Subscribe to eImpact for website’ s demographic and economic data
90 DAYS- 120 DAYS

LEAD

Establish and begin to populate E.D. website (
Figure 15)
Build out the Implementation Guide with timeline, lead, budget
Start a collaborative business outreach program with workforce development
Determine city’ s interest in annexing any properties
Identify lots throughout the city suitable for infill workforce housing
Identify second and third floor downtown Cañon City and Florence space that
aligns with the needs of start-ups and help them get established
Identify vacant buildings that can be repurposed for light industrial business
operations and assist in securing the space make ready for occupancy
Track down the basis for the “ unfriendly to business” attitude and make
corrections
Figure 35. Initial launch schedule for Cañon City' s economic development activities
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E.

PROJECT TEAM
DSG Advisors
Don Schjeldahl
122 N. Mantua Street | Kent, Ohio 44240 |
www.DSG- Advisors. com
828.772.9374 | don@donschjeldahlgroup. com

Chabin Concepts, Inc.
Vicki Doll
2550 Lakewest Drive, Suite 100 | Chico, CA 95928 |
www. chabinconcepts. com
530. 345. 0364 | vicki@chabinconcepts. com

Urban Scenarios
Thatch Moyle
5806 SE 46th Avenue | Portland, Oregon 97206 |
www. urban- scenarios. com
503. 539. 1921 | thatch@urban- scenarios. com

Research Consultants International
Bruce Takefman
1980 Sherbrooke St. West, Suite 888 | Montreal,
Quebec H3H 1E8 | www. researchfdi. com
514.488.3168 | bruce@researchfdi. com
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F.

APPENDIX

1.

Economic Scan ( data sources and details)

2.

Implementation Guide ( delivered electronically)

3.

Site Proposal Guide

4.

Sample Value Proposition and Proof Points

5.

Informational Article “ Dirt is Not a Site”

6.

Informational Article “ The Role of Elected Officials in Economic Development
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